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Company information
Veranu is a project that since 2012, has been working towards the creation of a new
product that generates alternative energy, and has since become a reality. Incorporated in
2016, Veranu has created an innovative technology applicable to any type of flooring by
creating clean electricity by simply walking over them.
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Our product
Veranu is a smart floor technology that produces electricity through foot traffic.
The more foot traffic, the more electricity generated, Today there is not a technology that can provide data
about the point to point movement of people but there are only technologies that can provide the number of
people in one point.
Veranu can detect, acquire and sell these data for marketing or logistics.
The size of the tile is 30x30x4 cm3 with the weight of 1 kg. Veranu will be waterproof and easy to install and
to maintenance thanks to its modular structure.
The increase of CO2 emissions pushed us to develop a new technology that could be another small step
throw a more sustainable society.
Veranu can provide 2 J/step; a LED street light could be switched on with 20 steps and a smartphone battery
could be recharged with 10.000 steps.
Installing a floor of 20 m2 with a 7million people flow we forecast a payback of 3 years.
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Governance
Ownership Structure
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Board of directors
President - Alessio Calcagni

Alessio Calcagni - CEO Veranu
Alessio Calcagni - CEO Veranu. has a engineer degree in electronic engineering
in 2012, he has was a team leader and project development engineer for SEF
project_Smart Energy floor.

Giovanni Sanna - Advisor Veranu

Giovanni Sanna – Advisor. Executive Chairman di Clhub. graduated in
Managerial economics at Cagliari University and Master degree in
Entrepreneurship and venture initiation in Los Angeles University.

Riccardo Sanna - Advisor Veranu
Riccardo Sanna, Advisor.
Has a Master Degree of Science program in Law at Cagliari University, Cofounder of ‘il Poggio s.r.l’ , CEO and Co-founder of ‘Clhub s.r.l.’
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Partners & Advisors

Clhub
Clhub is an international venture incubator focused on sectors clean, agri, loT
and digital specialised in the creation, incubation, cash seed investment and
acceleration of startups with a clear, scalable and sustainable business model.

Murata Manufacturing CO,LTD
Murata is a global leader in the design, manufacture and supply of advanced
electronic materials, leading edge electronic components, and multi-functional,
high-density modules. Murata innovations can be found in a wide range of
applications from mobile phones to home appliances, and automotive
applications to energy management systems and healthcare devices.

Welt Electronic
Welt Electronic, a leader company in distribution of electronic
components since 1985, the company is considered as a reference in
industrial sector. Welt Electronic is specialised also in technological
lighting: LED, system control…
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Competitors
Incorporated in 2016, Veranu has created an innovative technology applicable to any type of flooring by
creating clean electricity by simply walking over them. Veranu will enter a market with a limited number of
competitors. The most important direct competitors are Pavegen and Energy Floor, which sell floors that
generate energy. Veranu’s indirect competitors are companies whose products satisfy the same need,
reduction of energy cost, by using different technologies such as photovoltaic and wind power. Other
competitors include companies that produce traditional flooring.
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Market
The market currently is offering products that use mostly the renewable energy generated by the nature, we
saw instead an opportunity in the products generated by the renewable energy harvesting of people. This is
as for now still a very new market where as competitors we have only two companies. The opportunities that
this market can generate are great, and as great can be the development of the product itself. The energy
harvesting market is a fastgrowing and brand new market, which can be also integrated with current
renewable solutions such as solar and wind energy. The energy harvesting system market is expected to
grow and will be worth an estimated 974.4 Million USD by 2022 at a CAGR of 19.6% between 2016 and
2022. The product, in fact, not only can generate energy also it can be implemented with iot services which
can be used for many different services both for company and private customers. The product for the users
will be invisible, environmentally friendly perfectly integrated in their everyday life.
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Event and awards


August 2016 - Product efficiency and IT patents;



September 2016 - Veranu is selected among the top 10 green startups from Terna for Next
Energy;



September 2016 - Veranu wins "Panorama d'Italia";



October 2016 - Veranu pitchs at Italian Embassy in London;
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December 2016 - Attendee at the TechCrunch;



February 2017 - Veranu closed in overbooking its equity crowdfunding campaign with €
184'000,00, equal to 2,4x capital required;



March 2017 - Veranu closed in overbooking its rewards based crowdfunding campaign on
Eppela with €5'766.00 and the support by Postepay Crowd;



April 2017 - Veranu takes the "Voucher Startup – Incentivi per la competitività delle startup
innovative” from Sardegna Ricerche per €70’000,00;



September 2017 – Temporary Installation at “Gran Premio di Misano” for Aprilia;



October 2017 – Startup Award at “IlluminoTronica”.
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